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Your turn to play ! 

The statue probably wore a toga under his fringed coat. As you can see in the drawing below, 

the toga was a big sheet that the romans wrapped over a tunic, in this drawing the beige with 

a brown stripe garment. The women wore a stola, a longue tunic that looks like a dress. The 

woman in the drawing wears a yellow stola and wraps herself up in a blue coat, called a palla. 

 

 

 

Ø Now that you know how an Emperor dressed: give it a try and dress up as a Roman! To help 

you put your toga or stola on, have a look at the next pages. 

Try with sheets, tablecloths or scarves, whichever you find in your house. Romans liked to dress 

up in colors, so feel free to choose colorful fabrics! 

In addition to the sheet you will need a belt: a string or a dressing gown belt will do the trick. 

For a stola you will need two safety pins. 

Ask for someone to help you, it really isn’t easy to do it on your own! 

 

Drawing : Bernard Reymond. From F. Dao, Guide à Pattes, vol.4 : À Noviodunum, c’est comme à Rome !, 
Gollion, Infolio, 2014, p. 21. 
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The toga 

 

 

  

1. The Romans wore a tunic under the 
toga, but you can use a t-shirt. Put 
the belt around your hips. 

 

2. Place the sheet behind 
yourself and slide the left 
corner over your left shoulder. 

 

3. Slide the right part under your right 
arm and then over your left 
shoulder. The corner of the sheet 
must dangle along your back.  

 

4. Hook the section under your right 
arm to the belt to create folds and 
give a nice touch to your toga. 
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The stola  

1. Sew, or secure with safety pins, the 
two extremities of the sheet in order 
to create a tube.  

 
2. Slide into the tube and fold the top 

part of the tube outwards. 

 

3. With a safety pin bring the front and 
the back of the sheet together over 
your left shoulder. Then do the same 
over your left shoulder.  

4. All you have to do now, is tie a belt around your 
waist, and you have a waisted dress! 

5. If you prefer, you can tie the belt under the 
flap, letting it float. It’s particularly handy if 
the sheet is too short and the flap not long 
enough.  

6. If your sheet is too small and your dress 
too short, you don’t need to fold the sheet 
as told in n°2. Go directly to n°3 and tie the 
sheet with safety pins over your shoulders. 
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Ø You can also color the Emperor (or even create your own) and tell us where you might think 
the Nyon fragment originally was on the statue ! 

 
 

 

If you want, take a photo of yourself dressed as a Roman or of your drawing and send it to us 
at the Museum’s address!  

Musée romain de Nyon 
Service de la Culture  

CP 1112  
1260 Nyon 

Drawing : Flore Higelin. 

 


